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KENNETH W. THOMPSON: FATHERS OF INTERNATIONAL
THOUGHT: STUDY GUIDE, 1997-2003
Steven Alan Samson
Introduction
postwar interest in political philosophy
flight of intellectuals from Hitler's Germany
Herbert Butterfield
Chapter One
Marion Wight: approaches to international theory
Arnold Wolfers: moral opportunity
Wilsonian idealism vs. consequentialists like Alexander Hamilton
new medievalism
Anglo-American insular security vs. European necessity of state
dangers of cynicism and hypocrisy
Chapter Two
institutionalization of national unity
Owl of Minerva
political participation and self-realization
Athenian political institutions
Chapter Three
Athenian ideal of happy versatility
Plato's The Republic
cardinal virtues
nature of justice
regime
Socratic method of teaching
causes of war
Chapter Four
Sophism
Aristotle's classification of better and worse states
plebiscitarianism
idos vs. telos
justice
pluralism vs. higher law tradition
Federalist 51
Aristotle's conception of the state
Chapter Five
Augustine and The City of God
political realism
root cause of sin
purpose of government and nature of the state
aspects of virtue
balance of power
libido dominandi
jusice in politics
security/power dilemma
Chapter Six
contradictions in the medieval system
Thomas Aquinas on divine, natural, and positive law
prudence
Chapter Seven

Niccolo Machiavelli: on virtu and fortuna
lust for power and the uses of power
types of monarchies and republics
Chapter Eight
Hugo Grotius: doctrine of just war
solidarity vs. pluralism
natural law vs. positive law
Johnannes Althusius: twofold law in the consociato
Althusius vs. Bodin on sovereignty
Thomas Hobbes: state of nature and the social contract
character of Leviathan and the security/power dilemma
John Locke's state of nature
self-evident natural rights to life, liberty, and property
Chapter Nine
Adam Smith: driving force of economic development, free enterprise, free trade
David Hume: balance of power theory
Baron Montesquieu: conditions upon which freedom depends
Jean-Jacques Rousseau: general will and the legislator
Edmund Burke's social contract
historical empiricism
Reinhold Niebuhr
Alexander Bickel
Chapter Ten
Immanuel Kant: categorical imperative
G. W. F. Hegel: dialectical method, Reason, and the state
Francis Fukuyama
Karl Marx: phases of history and the proletariat as the vanguard
class struggle
the alienated individual
contradictions and omissions

